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As were many around the world, I was keeping track this week of the perilous situation for the 

Thai boys’ soccer team. On June 23, twelve boys ages 11-16 went hiking with their coach, and 

while exploring a set of caves were stuck inside due to flooding that blocked the entrance. The 

caves are so complex that it takes hours to navigate and to get to the surface - one diver died in a 

rescue attempt! Further, it took nine days for two British divers to reach the group in the first 

place. They along with Thai Navy SEALs provided food, water, oxygen tanks, and even served 

as postmen ferrying letters out. Thank God, all the boys and their coach have been rescued.  

What was in those letters? Movingly, the boys wrote words of encouragement to their families. 

Here are two examples. “Mom and Dad, please don’t worry, I am fine. I’ve told Yod to get ready 

to take me out for fried chicken. With love.” “Don’t be worried, I miss everyone. Grandpa, 

Uncle, Mom, Dad and siblings, I love you all. I’m happy being here inside, the navy SEALS 

have taken good care. Love you all.”  

In his letter, the coach apologized to the boys’ parents. “To the parents of all the kids, right now 

the kids are all fine, the crew are taking good care. I promise I will care for the kids as best as 

possible. I want to say thanks for all the support and I want to apologize to the parents.” 

Refreshingly, the parents did not blame the coach.  

This is an inspiring example of the Jewish value hakarat hatov, focusing on the positive. They 

could have died, yet the boys expressed gratitude for the SEALs and didn’t want their families to 

worry. Amazing!!  

FOOD FOR THOUGHT 

1. The Israeli firm Maxtech sent a team to the caves to set up a unique communications 

system, allowing the boys video and audio contact with the outside world. 

2. The next time you’re in a difficult situation, practice hakarat hatov and see if it helps you 

to persevere and to resolve the matter.  

Shabbat shalom, 

Rabbi Pont 


